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Jamil Burns
OpiniOn EditOr
this past thursday, Oct. 17, the 
president of the university, pamela 
A. Eibeck, announced a shift in the 
trajectory of pacific that would change the 
school for years to come. the late robert 
and Jeanette powell have generously 
donated $125 million in endowments to 
the university, which is one of the largest 
gifts ever received by any university.
Mr. and Mrs. powell’s gift will aim 
to help more talented students attend 
pacific. “[it] will help us continue to 
advance in excellence and accessibility 
as we fulfill our mission of educating 
the whole student,” president Eibeck 
explained.
the donation will be divided amongst 
several categories that aim to improve 
student access to excellence. 
the breakdown of the allocations are 
as follows: $30 million will go toward 
endowments for the powell Scholar 
program, $5 million will go toward the 
powell Scholar program directly, $25 
million will be used as a matching fund to 
attract more investors, $3 million will go 
toward pacific’s art collection, over $60 
million will go toward a matching fund for 
endowed student scholarships, and $90 
million or more will go directly toward 
student scholarships. in addition, the gift 
includes over $400 million worth of fine 
art from the powells’ personal collection.
robert and Jeanette powell never 
graduated from pacific, but their 
involvement with the university over the 
past 20 years has earned them the love 
and respect of all of pacific. 
the two have both served on the Board 
of regents. in the year 2000, they donated 
$1.5 million for the Jeanette powell Art 
Center to be built. 
in addition, in 2008, the powells 
founded the powell Scholar program, 
which today helps more than 40 students 
reach their fullest potential through the 
development of leadership abilities.
Current chair of the Board of regents, 
Kathleen Lagorio Jenssen, insisted that 
“University of the pacific’s economic and 
cultural impact on Stockton and the San 
Joaquin Valley is profound.” A gift of this 
magnitude will only serve to improve 
Card Amnesty Day
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8:30 a.m. to 4 p.m.
@ PacificCard office
Free card replacement
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Last Friday, on the evening of 
Oct. 18, pacific’s Conservatory of 
Music hosted the Homecoming 
dinner dance Celebration to 
honor the Conservatory’s 135th 
anniversary. the event began 
at 6:30 p.m. with a welcome 
speech from dean Ongaro of the 
Conservatory to a crowd of over 
150 people. Ongaro expressed his 
appreciation for how great it was 
to have the celebration be apart 
of Homecoming.
Ongaro went on to introduce 
the Alumni Big Band and 
special guest artist Mike Vax 
‘65. Attendees were then served 
a beautiful dinner—the dancing 
part of the evening followed 
shortly thereafter. the band 
started to play, and audience 
members were invited to dance 
on one of the two dance floors. 
the band played a mix of 
sounds ranging from swing to 
jazz to contemporary. Vax played 
a number from just about every 
decade represented by the alumni 
present. He made sure that a 
wide variety of players were given 
the opportunity to perform solo 
by featuring different players on 
different numbers.
Vax also gave the audience a 
special treat when he, his wife 
and Bob Secor performed a 
short piece as a brass trio. peggy 
Vax complimented the sounds 
of Mike Vax and Bob Secor on 
the trumpet with her flawless 
trombone performance.
dave Frederickson
Mike Vax ‘65 performs as part of the Alumni Big Band.




One of the first events during 
Homecoming weekend was the 
Student Alumni Mixer hosted by 
the Career resource Center. the 
event was held at the Alex and Jeri 
Vereschagin Alumni House this 
past Friday, Oct. 18. At this event, 
students were able to mingle and 
network with pacific alumni, who 
provided advice and information 
on opportunities after college.
 the mixer began with a boot 
camp about mentoring where 
students had the opportunity to 
ask alumni questions, such as 
how to ask someone to be your 
mentor. they incorporated a 
raffle into the event as well as a 
socializing hour where finger 
foods were provided. this event 
helped students learn how to 
develop their networking skills 
and utilize those resources--
making connections a far easier 
process.
 the biggest take-away from 
this event is that there are a vast 
amount of people who attended 
pacific and make it a point to help 
those going through what they 
went through when they were 
students. take advantage of it 
tigers!
nanxi tang




On Oct. 9, pacific’s first student-run 
undergraduate research conference, 
titled perspectives, power, and America’s 
Gaze, was hosted in the Alex and Jeri 
Vereschagin Alumni House from 1 
p.m. to 7 p.m. this event also included 
the annual unveiling of “Calliope,” 
pacific’s award-winning literary and 
arts magazine, which is produced from 
the collaborative efforts of the English 
and Visual Arts departments at pacific. 
the conference was sponsored by the 
Women’s resource Center, pacific Fund, 
gender and ethnic studies, and pacific 
Humanities Scholars. 
the event highlighted students’ 
research and provided an opportunity 
for students to interact with other peers 
and faculty across different disciplines. 
According to danielle procope ‘14, the 
conference chair, “the purpose of the 
conference was to have a student-led 
initiative, which allows students to share 
their research, but also feel connected to 
their peers and faculty within and across 
departments.” the conference featured 
four student research panels as well as a 
faculty panel and keynote speaker. the 
first panel focused on African American 
art and culture. the second was about 
natural and political environments. the 
third panel focused on “explorations 
of otherness” and panel four was titled 
“notions of wealth: money and health.” 
the faculty panel featured the 
following faculty members: Jeffrey 
Becker, Jeffrey Hole, ray rennard and 
Xiaojing Zhou. the panel focused on 
analyzing American studies from an 
interdisciplinary approach. Each panel 
member discussed the importance of 
American studies and how their own 
research fit into the framework.
At 5 p.m., “Calliope” was unveiled to 
the public. this edition of “Calliope” was 
titled “Synchronicity.” the art editors 
for this edition are Sheng Moua ‘14 and 
dana Shiroma ‘14. procope is the literary 
editor. 
the conference ended with a lecture 
from keynote speaker Julia Oparah, ph.d. 
Oparah is a professor and department 
chair of Ethnic studies at Mills College. 
Her work focuses on social justice and its 
relation to women of color as well as black 
Perspectives, Power 
and America’s Gaze 
research conference
undergraduate conFerence
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feminist theory and women 
and transgender prisoners. 
Oparah earned a ph.d. in 
Sociology from the University 
of Warwick in 1997. She is the 
editor of “Global Lockdown: 
race, Gender, and the prison-
industrial Complex” as well 
as the author of “Other Kinds 
of dreams: Black Women’s 
Organizations and the 
politics of Organizations” 
and “Activist Scholarship: 
Antiracism, Feminine and 
Social Change.”
At the conference, Oparah 
discussed the intersections of 
the prison industrial complex 
and the academic industrial 
complex.  in her more recent 
work, she has focused on 
black women and childbirth-
-teaming up with Black 
Women’s Birthing Justice to 
consider the experiences of 
pregnancy and childbirth for 
black women. 
Overall, the conference 
was a success. “i think the 
committee succeeded in this 
mission, and i hope the idea 
of a student-run conference 
can be replicated in later 
years,” stated procope. 
tHE pACiFiCAn | 3nEWSOctober 24, 2013
Theft
Classroom Building 10.14.13
Officers observed a subject rid-
ing off campus with a bicycle 
wheel. Officers detained him and 
he confessed he stole it from a 
bicycle on campus but could not 
point out the location. He was 
released and the wheel was con-
fiscated. the victim later report-
ed the missing wheel, which was 
taken from his bicycle parked 
near the Classroom Building. 
the wheel was returned, and a 




Officers took a report of a golf 




A victim reported a possible con-
cussion while playing flag foot-
ball. Victim got pushed during 
the game—striking their head. 
the victim was transported to 
the hospital by friends.
Arrest
Mendocino Ave. 10.16.13
Several off-campus auto bur-
glaries were reported to public 
Safety, so officers conducted 
a stake out in the area. they 
observed one subject riding a 
bicycle up to parked vehicles and 
looking inside. Officers stopped 
the subject and learned he had 
an outstanding felony warrant 
for the use of narcotics. they lo-
cated a bag of narcotics on him, 
a knife equipped for breaking car 
windows and drug parapherna-
lia. He was arrested and brought 
in for questioning. He confessed 




Student reported the loss of his 
i-94 form.
For more information, or to 










Oct 13 - Oct 19
Alice Scarlett Baker
COntriBUtinG WritEr
A panel, brought to pacific by 
the Eberhardt School of Business’ 
Student investment Fund (SiF), met 
on thursday, Oct. 17 in the Westgate 
Center to discuss several economic 
issues. the panel covered America’s 
macroeconomic outlook, market 
outlook and investment strategies by 
professionals in the field. 
the Eberhardt Student investment 
Fund was created in 2007. it is the 
third largest student-ran fund on the 
West Coast, and it is currently worth 
$2.7 million. the fund is managed by 
14 members--five of which are graduate 
students. Since SiF’s launch, it has 
outperformed Standard and poor’s 500 
(S&p 500) with 53%.
the first session discussed America’s 
macroeconomic outlook. the panel 
consisted of Ben Carlston, ph.d., 
an assistant professor of finance at 
University of the pacific (UOp), Jeffery 
Michael, ph.d., the director of the 
Business Forecasting Center at UOp, 
and Joel Beutel, an adjunct professor 
at pacific. Erik Cederwell ‘15 was the 
moderator of the session. Cederwell 
is also the current CEO and CiO of the 
Eberhardt Student investment Fund.
Cederwell launched the discussion by 
asking the panel about their opinions on 
the government’s effect on the growth 
of America’s gross domestic product 
(Gdp) over the course of the next six to 
twelve months. 
Other topics the panel discussed 
included the Federal reserve’s 
bond tapering policy, Obamacare, 
unemployment, the student debt 
bubble, housing market, oil prices and 
China’s impact on America’s Gdp.
the second session discussed the 
outlook of the market and investment 
strategies. the panel consisted of two 
alumni from the Eberhardt School of 
Business. Jason Bell ‘92, a chartered 
financial analysis (CFA), is currently 
the senior vice president and senior 
investment strategist at Wells Fargo. 
Jonathan Fong ‘10 is an investment 
analyst for the university’s endowment 
fund, who also served as the portfolio 
manager at pacific’s Student investment 
Fund for a year during his graduate 
career. 
the moderator for this session was 
Andy Le ‘07, who is the current portfolio 
manager for the SiF.
Le began the discussion with his 
inquiry about the current market 
condition and if there was any prospects 
of an impending crash. the panel 
also deliberated on other topics, such 
as interest rates, treasury bonds, 
integrating ESG (Environmental, 
Social and Governance) in investment 
analyses, portfolio objectives and 
construction. 
Each member of the Student 
investment Fund is appointed a specific 
sector. the fund’s students were able to 
ask experts about their individual sector 
for an analysis of specific investments, 
such as twitter, during the session.
this event was a great opportunity 
for the students of the Eberhardt School 
of Business. Some audience members 
were just interested in listening, while 
others were intent on eventually joining 
the Student investment Fund. 
Attending this event offers the 
biggest advantage to SiF members: it 
gives them a chance to network with 
professionals, and ask the experts their 
analysis of the sectors they oversee.
Eberhardt Student Investment Fund panel
Andrea Chattler 
COntriBUtinG WritEr 
Hope Floats is a non-
profit organization that 
connects cruise passengers 
to volunteer with island-
based organizations. it al-
lows individuals and fami-
lies alike to serve at one 
or all ports of call on their 
voyage and be back on the 
ship by early afternoon. 
the goal is to connect 
cruise-ship passengers 
with existing charities for 
half-day volunteer oppor-
tunities.
this is a classy “cruise 
ship” semi-formal event 
at an estate with an atten-
dance of 300-350 people. 
there will be wine, gour-
met appetizers, dessert, 
dancing, etc. the money 
raised will help our char-
ity with overhead expenses 
and future research.
to volunteer, contact 
Kat Haas at kat.haas10@
gmail.com
For more information, 






(left to right) Emmanel Lopez ‘14, Kelsey Belomy ‘14, Heather rodriguez ‘14, 
danielle procope ‘14 (in front) and John Langdon ‘14, Hiram Jamison ‘16 and 
Adnan Hashtam ‘15 (in the back).
undergraduate conFerence
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Calliope release
Hope Floats
Volunteers serving with Hope Floats.
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Nicole Felkins
COpY EditOr
Alumni, students, faculty, family and friends 
came together on Friday, Oct. 18 on the patio of the 
Alex and Jeri Vereschagin Alumni House to witness 
pacific's history professor and food historian, Ken 
Albala, ph.d., demonstrate how to make several 
pizzas from scratch while he informed the audience 
of the history of pizza. Using fresh ingredients, 
such as tomatoes from pacific's very own ted and 
Chris robb Garden, Albala cooked three pizzas on a 
barbecue that members from the audience were able 
to sample after each pizza came out.
Albala had fresh basil, rosemary, garlic, tomatoes, 
mozzarella and more at his disposal on a large table 
he was demonstrating how to make 
pizza on. professor Albala juggled 
lecturing on the history of pizza while 
cooking various things, such as bell 
peppers, mushrooms and tomatoes, 
to prepare for the pizzas' toppings.
Albala explained that historically. 
tomatoes took a while to catch on in 
italy because it was seen as a weird 
plant from the new World. the 
pizza we eat here in America is a lot 
different than what is made in italy; 
however, American-style pizza has 
been catching on in italy as the pizzas 
are getting bigger, and more toppings 
are being added. Albala said he even 
saw pizza being sold by the slice the 
last time he was in italy.
Albala first demonstrated how 
to make pizza dough even though 
he had other dough he planned on 
using. Albala engaged the audience by asking three 
members of the audience to spread the pizza dough 
around the pan. 
Cooking one pizza at a time, he was open to 
suggestions from the audience on what ingredients 
he should sprinkle on the pizza. One pizza had 
rosemary, basil, mozzarella and bell peppers on 
it, and another pizza had tomatoes, basil and 
mozzarella on it.
Albala revealed with a laugh that it was his first 
time cooking pizza on a grill, but he had to work with 
what he was given, and he was successful. 
Only some of the pizza was a little burnt, but 
all of it was eaten by the audience. Some audience 
members even snagged a second serving. An alumna, 
Linda driver '92 and '94, declared, "it's perfect."
When asked why learning the history of food is 
important, Albala responded, "When you know 
where your food comes from, you appreciate it more, 
you don't waste as much, you understand that every 
food has a story, and i think getting to know the 
origin of any particular food--knowing how it's been 
processed through history by different cultures--it 
gives you an appreciation for the beauty that is the 
art of cooking."
Albala further explained, "...many people just 
kind of eat mindlessly and they throw any old food 
in their mouths...and they don't think of what an 
interesting story is behind it, and i think it's partly 
gastronomic, it's partly ecological, it's partly social. 
[When] you eat with other people you come to 
appreciate it more, and it is political, you know, 
because...when they learn to eat civilly with others at 
a table in a social setting, they learn to compromise 
and learn to discuss their problems instead of saying 
we are shutting down the government, you know, 
and i think if they were to get those people incentive 
to eat together, they might not be so surly."
professor Albala teaches HiSt 061 Global History 
of Food at pacific and published and edited many 
books, such as "Cooking in Europe 1250-1650" and 
"Beans: A History," which won the 2008 iACp Jane 
Grigson Award. 
He has also co-edited journals, co-authored 
cookbooks and wrote a textbook titled "three World 
Cuisines: italian, Chinese, Mexican," which was 
declared the best foreign cuisine book in the world 
for 2012 at the Gourmand World Cookbook Awards. 
next semester, Albala will be teaching several 
courses, such as HiSt 060 A History of Medicine 
and HiSt 100 renaissance and reformation.
Cooking demonstration: The history of pizza
nicole Felkins
professor Albala pours tomato sauce onto a pizza.
Jamil Burns
OpiniOn EditOr
As part of Homecoming 
weekend, pacific hosted a 
wine-tasting event on the Alex 
and Jeri Vereschagin Alumni 
House South Campus Lawn. 
the event, known as taste of 
pacific, offered attendees a 
variety of wine samples, 
foods from all over the 
world, and pristine live 
entertainment. Alumni 
and faculty alike gathered 
for this celebration of 
campus diversity.
the evening started 
with a concert performed 
by the alumni band. 
the band consisted 
of three groups: the 
university concert band, 
the Symphonic Wind 
Ensemble, and about 60 
pacific alumni. Attendees 
were then directed toward 
the wine tasting and 
eating area.
Many of the vineyards 
represented that lined 
the Baxter Walkway were 
owned or operated by 
pacific alumni. Among 
those represented from 
California were rodney Strong 
Vineyards in Healdsburg, Baker 
& Brain wines in Arroyo Grande, 
Barsetti Vineyards in Galt, St. 
Sophia Zinfandel and Kidder 
Family Winery, which are both 
in Lodi, Loos Family Winery in 
San Jose, Vicarmont Vineyards 
and Winery in Lodi, Glen Lyon 
Vineyards and Winery in Glen 
Ellen, the Mile Wine Company 
on Stockton’s Miracle Mile, and 
Galante Vineyards in Carmel 
Valley.
One vintner who stands 
out is Squire Fridell ‘64, one 
of pacific’s many alumni of 
distinction. Fridell is known as 
one of the most successful on-
camera television commercial 
actors in history. He was a 
spokesman for toyota for a 
number of years then went on 
to advertise for Mcdonald’s.
As the evening continued, 
conversation of past pacific 
experiences and current 
endeavors permeated the air. 
Alumni from all different years, 
from as early as 1964 to as 
current as 2013, shared their 
own stories of pacific. Everyone 
had the chance to see how the 
university has changed over the 
years.
those who attended left 
with a full stomach, satisfied 
taste buds, and perhaps most 
importantly, a reconnection 
with pacific and the people who 
are apart of it.
Wine-tasting: Taste of Pacific
Jamil Burns
tiger-themed bottles on display.
both.
president Eibeck described in her speech the 
impact of a gift of such magnitude. “it is transforming 
University of the pacific’s future. it’s allowing us to 
step up in a level of excellence and impact, so that 
we’re able to allow more talented students to access 
an education here, and then when they’re here, we’re 
able to give them that much better education. this 
is the sort of gift that takes a really fine school and 
makes it tremendous.”
the powells have always advocated for academic 
excellence and the arts, and this gift will allow pacific 
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Steve Yeater
Sarah Wong ‘14, a powell scholar, thanks the powells for their gift.
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“. . .one-man theatre
at its very best.”
— BROADWAY BABY
“. . . a surprisingly tender
love story, Mercy Killers
stands out as some of the
best theatre at the Fringe.”
— TV BOMB
MERCY KILLERS
NOVEMBER 7, 2013  |  7:00 PM
Warren Atherton Auditorium
San Joaquin Delta College, Stockton
“Raw, emotional, and devastatingly honest. Broadway actor Michael Milligan’s solo show gives an insight into the 
destructive personal impact of the American healthcare system. It makes public the private stories of thousands of
Americans and shows an urgent need for change in a system failing so many. His performance is incredibly powerful 
and passionate, sweeping the audience up in Joe’s story; making them laugh sometimes and bringing them to the edge
of tears at others. Milligan has written a beautifully moving and thought-provoking piece . . . ”






a play by Michael Milligan
Single Payer
San Joaquin
Tickets $10*.  Tickets free* to all students with student ID. Purchase
tickets at the Delta Center for the Arts Box Office 209-954-5110
www.deltacollege.edu/div/finearts/dept/dca/boxoffice.html or may 
purchase via MercyKillersNov7@yahoo.com or 209-639-4191 
Parking Tickets $2, available at end of each lot.
*A fee is applied for tickets processed through the box office
www. MercyKillersThePlay.com
San Joaquin Delta College
Department of Social Science
Crystal Gu
StAFF WritEr
 Verbal sparks flew dur-
ing the Homecoming debate 
on the crisp October morn-
ing of Saturday, Oct. 19 dur-
ing Homecoming weekend. 
director of forensics, Marlin 
Bates iV, ph.d., hosted the 
profound event. Kate Earley-
Schmits ’15 and Jonathan 
Bruce ’15 performed in the 
debate against J.r. Birlew 
‘14 and Ben Jamison ‘15–all 
debaters on University of the 
pacific’s nationally ranked 
travelling team.
the topic of contest was 
on the controversial issue of 
the college rating system pro-
posed by the Obama admin-
istration. the debate utilized 
an old school parliamentary 
format, which consisted of 
conversational and concise 
speaking as well as audience 
engagement. the observers 
were asked to shout “Here 
Here,” if they agreed with a 
statement or speech, and in 
contrast, “Shame,” if in dis-
agreement. At the end of the 
debate, the audience was told 
to vote for the team they de-
cided had persuaded them the 
most.
 Before the debate started, 
the air was tense—especially 
considering the fact that vari-
ous prominent members of 
the education system, includ-
ing pacific alumni as well as 
pacific’s president, pamela A. 
Eibeck, were sprinkled within 
the audience.
A coin was flipped to deter-
mine who got the pro or con 
side in regards to Obama’s 
college rating proposal. Birlew 
and Jamison were deemed on 
the side of the pros, and Ear-
ley-Schmits and Bruce were 
thus given the side of con.
 the side of the pros strong-
ly argued that currently, our 
education system is failing, 
and president Obama’s plan 
would allow more transparen-
cy and access to information 
on local schools. they also 
asserted that tuition would 
decrease with the plan and 
the policy would ease upward 
mobility. 
Meanwhile, the side of the 
cons quickly countered that 
with president Obama’s pro-
posal, colleges would be less 
valued, the rating system is 
too subjective, and colleges 
with low ratings would even-
tually lose business because 
they would not be given subsi-
dies as a result of the new rat-
ing system. 
Ultimately, at the end of 
the day, it was a strong vote 
for the team who argued the 
cons of Obama’s college rat-
ing plan with zero people out 
of the sea of individuals in the 
crowd standing up to vote for 
the pros. However, the side 
of the pros was in a tough 
position to begin with, since 
Obama’s college rating plan 
was already unpopular. 
Finally, after the vote was 
over, the floor was open for 
questions from the audience, 
which ignited a conversation 
of what defines the value of 
a college, and how going to a 
highly ranked university does 
not necessarily mean that a 
student will be able to find his 
or her passion in life.
However, over here at pa-
cific, it is hard work, team-
work and the compassion for 
our work that makes our col-
lege unique. On behalf of the 
pacific’s Speech and debate 
(Forensics) team, we would 
like to thank the director of 
development, Jimilynn dor-
ough, and additional mem-
bers who help set up the 
Homecoming debate.
Additionally, we would like 
to thank our coaching staff for 
the support. Finally, thank 
you to the alumni and the 
wonderful members of the ed-
ucational administration who 
politely engaged and spurred 
the blossoming of a wonderful 
Homecoming debate by get-
ting diverse young students to 
empower their voices.
Homecoming debate on college ratings
Cortney Ceccato 
COntriBUtinG WritEr
Attention all car 
enthusiasts! On nov. 2, the 
University of the pacific 
St. Jude organization is 
teaming up with driven 
@ pacific to host its first 
annual car show. From 
9 a.m. to 4 p.m., Stagg 
Way will be filled with an 
assortment of vehicles, 
from cars to motorcycles 
to trucks, on display for 
everyone to enjoy.
there will be an 
assortment of all types of 
cars along with vendors 
and car shops from the 
Stockton community. Also, 
the Bon Appetit e.a.t. truck 
will be out in full supply 
for those interested in 
purchasing any lunch or 
snacks.
All registration fees and 
donations from this event 
will be going directly to St. 
Jude Children’s 
research Hospital. 
St. Jude is a 
children’s hospital 
dedicated to the 
research and 
care of childhood 
cancers and 
diseases. St. Jude 
is a nonprofit 
organization that 
serves on average 
5,400 patients 
each year. the 
daily operating costs of 
the hospital is primarily 
covered by public 
contributions, and every 
bit helps. What makes the 
hospital so special is that 
no child is ever turned 
away because of their 
inability to pay and none of 
their research is restricted.
For those interested 
in being a part of the car 
show and displaying their 
vehicle, there are still 
spots left! there is a $10 
registration fee per car, 
and this fee will go directly 
to St. Jude. if you are 
interested in registering, 
please contact Bruce 
Bloom at b_bloom@u.
pacific.edu.
Be sure to stop by, 
and check out all the cool 
cars! there is no entry 
fee, everyone is welcome 
to attend, and donations 
are always welcomed! We 
hope to see you on nov. 2!
Car show to benefit 
St. Jude hospital
guide Star
proceeds will benefit St. Jude.
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noon every thursday 
in the Smith Lounge
ADVISOR     prof. dave Frederickson
STAFF WRITERS
Crystal Gu, Elizabeth Harman, Connor Mix, ivy phelps, 
danielle procope, Alex rooney, danica torchin and Caitlin 
trepp
OPINION
What was  
your favorite 
part of  
Homecoming?
“the parade was great. the 
turn out was phenomenal; 
we were surprised to see 
so many people from the 




“i loved the alumni 
band concert the most. 
it was such a wonderful 
opportunity to sit 
underneath the trees with 












“My favorite part of 
Homecoming was being 
able to see our alumni and 
being able to reminisce 
about our times at UOp.”
@Natalie Harris,
C.O. 2014
“Getting to meet so many of 
our alumni! it was so fun to 
hear all of their stories and 
to learn about what theta 
was like so long ago.”
@Aryn Kimura,
C.O. 2015
“Hearing stories and the 
memories our alumae 
shared with us—ranging 
from things that happened 
a few years ago to 70 years 
ago! it was amazing to hear 
that theta truly is for a 
lifetime, and the memories 





in the wake of president 
pamela A. Eibeck’s 
announcement of the $125 
million gift from the powells, 
students are beginning to 
ask questions. it is likely that 
some confusion arises when 
a donation of this magnitude 
is made to a university.
Well, as expected, the 
answer is not all that simple. 
president Eibeck stated 
that this gift will transform 
pacific forever. How exactly 
the gift will do so is the 
part that requires some 
investigation. 
Before the passing 
of Mr. robert powell in 
2007, the Sacramento-area 
couple contributed a great 
amount to the university. 
the Jeanette powell Art 
Center has been home to 
the reynolds Art Gallery 
and several classrooms 
since 2000.  Both robert 
and Jeanette powell had a 
passion for the arts as well as 
a commitment to excellence.
thus, a portion of the 
gift will be used to endow 
scholarships for students 
and improve academic 
programs, especially in the 
arts. However, a large part of 
the donation will go towards 
attracting investors through 
a matching program. 
Anyone who invests in 
pacific’s endowment in the 
future will likely see his or 
her donations matched by 
the powell gift. this will 
utilize the $125 million 
to the fullest and provide 
pacific with lasting benefits.
How exactly will this 
affect students? Some of 
the gift will go toward the 
already existing powell 
Scholar program, a program 
that offers accepted students 
a $15,000 scholarship 
annually. 
Over 40 students, called 
powell Scholars, currently 
take part in it. After the 
president’s announcement, 
one of these talented 
individuals, Sara Wong 
‘14, told her valiant tale of 
how she came to grow an 
appreciation for the world 
through her studies. She 
plans to teach English to 
impoverished communities 
when she graduates.
the program has helped 
countless students achieve 
their goals over the years. 
Katie teague ‘15, a powell 
Scholar currently studying 
the environmental sciences, 
says the program has made 
her “dream of studying 
abroad a more attainable 
goal by providing some 
funding.” teague described 
“the sense of community 
between powell Scholars” 
as being one of her favorite 
aspects of the program. 
the powell’s gift will 
serve to improve and 
expand the powell Scholar 
program. As a direct result 
of the gift, endowment is 
expected to increase by 50 
percent—providing talented 
people access to pacific by 
expanding the scholarship 
base and encouraging 
academic excellence. 
pacific is so appreciative 
of the gift that this year, 
robert and Jeanette powell 
were awarded the Order 
of pacific, one of the most 
prestigious awards given by 
the university. 
John donovan, a trustee 
for the pacific Family trust, 
extended his gratitude 
toward the powells. “Were 
they here with us today, the 
powells, would be especially 
proud to see their legacy 
being used directly to help 
students get a start in their 
lives and careers.”
in addition to the 
expansion of the powell 
Scholar program, at least 
$90 million will be allocated 
for scholarships. this could 
result in a direct benefit to 
those who currently attend 
pacific and struggle to pay 
tuition as well as to those 
who dream of attending 
pacific, but find their dreams 
crushed by financial burden.
the exact effects of the 
powell donation cannot be 
determined. Only time will 
tell how truly transformed 
pacific will become, yet 
judging by the patterns of 
success we have seen, we are 
in fact headed in the right 
direction.
Impacts of a $125 
million donation Congrats on a great special Homecoming issue of the pacifican!  it was so well done—capturing our past 
traditions and our new directions.  Wonderful photos and 










the following statement is 
one most of you are probably 
tired of hearing--maybe even 
to the point where you just 
don’t even care anymore. Cli-
mate change is an issue that 
our generation simply can-
not continue to keep pushing 
back. 
First, what spurs climate 
change? Simply put, it’s 
caused by humans burning 
fossil fuels for energy. in Octo-
ber 2013, the United nation’s 
intergovernmental panel on 
Climate Change released its 
findings that indicate global 
warming’s largest contribu-
tors were humans.
it’s somewhat undeniable if 
anyone takes a second to think 
about it. Humans are some of 
the most advanced mammals 
on this planet. We created au-
tomobiles, ipods and nuclear 
power plants. too much evi-
dence blatantly shows that 
most things we have innovat-
ed on a large scale have a dev-
astating and irrevocable effect 
on the environment, such as 
toxic pesticides, coal mining 
and nuclear bombs—just to 
name a few. With the amount 
of hurt we can cause to people 
and the ecosystem (through 
wars, industrialization, etc.), 
we are also not exactly the 
most considerate beings on 
the planet.
So, this is the proposal: 
Be a little more consider-
ate. it’s not that hard at all, 
and in fact, it’s a quality that 
comes through in so many ar-
eas of life. Being considerate 
should be defined as the criti-
cal thought of being aware, or 
predicting, what one’s actions 
has on either an individual, 
a group of individuals, or an 
area that he, she, or they in-
habit.
it’s a necessary skill that 
many people take for granted. 
perhaps the idea of being con-
siderate has a connotation of 
being too touchy-feely. think 
of it like this: imagine you are 
the CEO of a technological 
manufacturing company, and 
you were approved to build a 
factory near a lake where peo-
ple get their water from. do 
you think perhaps possess-
ing the skills to enable you to 
foresee the possible dangers 
of that idea would be benefi-
cial to not only you and your 
company (to save you and 
them from lawsuits, bad pub-
licity, etc.), but to your fellow 
neighbors as well?
the idea of being environ-
mentally conscious has worn 
out its impact. it’s not new 
anymore, and people think 
it’s all about hippies on their 
moral high-horses. really, the 
idea behind being environ-
mentally conscious just comes 
down to being a responsible 
person in respect to the mil-
lions of people who live on the 
same planet you do.
tHE pACiFiCAn | 7OpiniOnOctober 24, 2013
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a form of journalism where 
the journalist pays someone 
money for the right to publish 
a story, has been around for a 
long time.
notable examples can be 
traced back to 1977 where 
david Frost paid richard 
nixon $600,000 for the nixon 
interviews. A recent example 
is from 2005, when Gizmodo.
com paid an anonymous 
source $5,000 for providing 
a stolen prototype of the next 
generation iphone.
in many scenarios in life, 
such as employment, money 
acts as a good motivator. 
However, money does not 
have a proper place in the field 
of journalism and news, where 
the reporters’ and journalists’ 
jobs are to report the truth.
these writers of media 
news outlets, whether it be 
Cnn or the new York times, 
have a duty and responsibility 
to educate the people on what 
is true and accurate. their 
readers, everyday people, have 
the right to know that what 
they are reading and believing 
is actually based on and rooted 
in fact.
Stories obtained by paying 
people for information are not 
as worthy as those obtained 
by traditional, pen and paper 
investigation methods.
When money is an 
incentive, the truth becomes 
blurry. the idea is that people 
are generally more likely to lie 
or twist the truth (basically 
telling somebody what they 
want to hear) when there is 
money at stake or on the line. 
A juicy, scandal-laden story 
about how a celebrity couple 
broke up because someone 
cheated is much more 
interesting and would garner 
more media attention than 
if the story stated that they 
parted amicably. As Benjamin 
Franklin once said, “He that 
is of the opinion money will 
do everything may well be 





throughout the history 
of news, journalists have 
long faced the task of 
determining what good news 
really is and where to look 
for it. A journalist, like any 
other professional, has a 
job to do; that job is finding 
and reporting what’s truly 
newsworthy. Yes, journalists 
present news to the general 
public, but their main goal, 
like most other professionals, 
is to earn a living. A good 
story is one that captures the 
reader’s attention and keeps 
it. news corporations profit 
off of getting your attention, 
so that they can then sell your 
attention to companies in the 
form of advertisements; it’s 
simple business.  
it is clear that money 
is a huge motivator in the 
broadcasting of news. those 
who tell their stories are often 
paid for doing so. to deny 
that money influences which 
stories are broadcasted is both 
incorrect and irrational at its 
core. Each news corporation 
is exactly that--a corporation. 
A corporation runs off of 
contributors in one way or 
another. 
today, we live in a world 
in which there is more news 
going on in the world than 
there is time to cover it. For 
this reason, news corporations 
must select which stories will 
bring them the best ratings. 
Often, the decision is made 
with business in mind. Which 
story will make the most 
profit is an important factor to 
consider. 
All of this given, is it that 
much of a surprise to find out 
that Cnn, one of the world’s 
largest news broadcasters, 
has allegedly accepted money 
from foreign and domestic 
governments to run certain 
stories? no. private news 
corporations, which are 
exactly what corporations 
like Cnn are, should have no 
fundamental obligation as to 
which stories are broadcasted 
and which are not; their only 
obligation should be to make a 
profit.
the role of money
in journalism
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Lunch Behind the Lair: Chat 
with the Chaplains 
nOOn At tHE dErOSA Uni-
VErSitY CEntEr (dUC)
the Choice is Yours - Love You 
to death
6 p.M. At GrACE COVELL 
HALL
“the drunken City” by Alan 
Bock presented by the depart-
ment of theatre Arts
7:30 p.M. At LOnG tHEAtrE
take 5 Jazz at the Brew
7 p.M. At tHE VALLEY 
BrEWinG COMpAnY 
Friday, 10/25
Getting Started with digital 
Humanities 
10 A.M. At tHE  WEndELL 
pHiLLipS CEntEr
“the drunken City” by Alan 
Bock presented by the depart-
ment of theatre Arts
8 p.M. At LOnG tHEAtrE
Saturday, 10/26 
Elder & Health Law Clinic 
Outreach for Medicare Benifi-
ciaries 
10 A.M. - 4 p.M. At tHE pA-
CiFiC MCGEOrGE SCHOOL 
OF LAW
Student recital Series - taylor 
Marsh, bass 
5 p.M. At tHE rECitAL HALL
“the drunken City” by Alan 
Bock presented by the depart-
ment of theatre Arts
8 p.M. At LOnG tHEAtrE
Sunday, 10/27 
Student recital - Morgan 
Smallwood, saxophone
2:30 p.M. At tHE rECitAL 
HALL
Monday, 10/28 
2013 pharmacy Showcase 
9 A.M. At dUC
take 5 Jazz at the Brew










LiFEStYLES October 24, 2013
HOMECOMING:
 A HUGE SUCCESS!
Steve Yeater
(top left and bottom left) tiger dancers strut their stuff during the Homecoming parade on Miracle Mile. (top right) Eric Hammer leads 
the alumni and current student concert band on the Alex and Jeri Vereschagin Alumni House lawn where they performed songs from 
the all-time classic “the Sound of Music.” (Bottom right) Lip Sync performers (Alpha phi) entertain a crowd of many. Congratulations to 
delta Gamma for winning the audience’s pick competition and taking home $500! (Center) president pamela A. Eibeck waves at the crowd 
during the 2013 University of the pacific Homecoming parade. 
Eugene “the Senator” Wright (far left and center), the last surviving member of the original dave Brubeck Quartet (pictured at right), 
made an appearance on pacific’s campus to watch president pamela A/ Eibeck give her announcement speech.
Brubeck quartet member returns to Pacific
Steve Yeater daveFrederickson Jazz profiles
tHE pACiFiCAn | 9LiFEStYLESOctober 24, 2013




A perfect Brawny man interpretation for a Halloween party. 
You will awlays be prepared to clean up a mess!
Jenna Graves
LiFEStYLES EditOr
Halloween is coming up right 
around the corner! do you have a 
costume yet? Well if not no need 
to worry, i’ve gotcha covered with 
some last minuet costume ideas 
that can easily be portray with 
little money and little time!
Ladies: 
-Channel Jane Goodall in 
head-to-toe khaki and a stuffed 
chimpanzee, or partner up with 
someone who already has a gorilla 
costume!
-Sandy from Grease can be 
easily portrayed with some black 
skinny jeans, an off the shoulder 
black top, black pumps, a blond 
curly wig (or your own hair curled), 
and some sassy red lip stick. 
-Wednesday Addams can be 
made easy with a black button-
down tucked into a black skirt. 
Just add braids and make use of 
your bitchy resting face.
-A little construction paper and 
elementary drawing skills go a long 
way for an Operation costume.
-dress in all black, make a tail 
and ears, paint some whiskers on 
your face, and your a classic black 
cat. 
-Slip on some sexy lingerie at a 
party that night, and your instantly 
a Victoria’s Secret Model.
Ladies, Grab some school 
supplies, throw on a white button 
up top, a red plad skirt, and show 
off those legs with some black 
pumps to be a naughty school 
teacher. 
Guys: 
-Own any camo wear? deck 
yourself out and throw on a 
fake beard, boom duck dynasty 
character. 
-Already own a loud printed 
’80s sweater? instant Bill Cosby!
-All it takes to be bouncers are 
black suits, sunglasses, and a rope 
running between you.
-A plaid shirt and rugged 
stubble, and a roll of paper towels 
can help you identify as a Brawny 
man.
-For all the Breaking Bad fans 
out there, you don’t need a hazmat 
suit to be Walter White.
-if you really have nothing to 
wear, strip (nearly) bare and go as 
an underwear model.
-put that vintage leather jacket 
to good use and release your inner 
Fonz.
Unisex: 
-You can be pretty much 
anything dead with some white 
face paint and fake blood. 
-put a pot on your head, your a 
pothead. 
-Affix clothing and dryer sheets 
to yourself to personify static cling.
-Add a fanny pack to literally 
any ridiculous looking outfit you 
already have and you’re instantly 
a tourist.
-All you need is a sign to be an 
out-of-work nudist.
-Grab some face paint and an 
artistic hand to paint your face like 
the day of the dead.
Hopefully these ideas gave you 
some answers for a Halloween 
costume this year! if you are 
stumped on where to find a 
costume or find supplies for one, 
check out these places to shop: 
target, Spirit halloween, party 
City, Walmart, or any craft store. 
Good luck and Happy Halloween!
Jamieson Cox
pUBLiSHEr
this week was a busy week 
for the music industry—from 
Lady Gaga releasing a new 
single from her upcoming 
album to Katy perry releasing 
her forth studio album “prism.” 
With perry domination on 
the charts for the past month, 
she recently hosted “Saturday 
night Live”—followed with the 
release of the much anticipated 
album which also hit the top on 
itunes.
On a more controversial 
note, the rapper Eminem, 
who has also released some 
new music, has a new song 
that is being called incredibly 
homophobic. in the song “rap 
God,” Eminem goes on for 
six minutes with deragatory 
language bashing the gay 
community.  
Scott Meslow of theAtlantic.
com mentioned that “in the first 
verse, Eminem boasts of his 
ability to “break a motherf----r’s 
table over the back of a couple 
f-ggots and crack it in half.” in 
the second verse, Eminem goes 
off on a bizarre, homophobic 
rant: “Little gay-looking boy / 
So gay i can barely say it with a 
straight face-looking boy / You 
witnessing massacre like you 
watching a church gathering 
taking place-looking boy / ‘Oy 
vey, that boy’s gay,’ that’s all 
they say looking-boy / You take 
a thumbs up, pat on the back, 
the way you go from your label 
every day-looking boy.” 
Besides the verses, what 
is causing even more of a stir 
are the comments about how 
great the song is by multiple 
sources. “time called the single 
‘divine.’ rolling Stone analyzed 
the song’s influences without 
commenting on—its content. 
MtV news took the time to 
collect Eminem’s array of pop-
cultural references without 
noting his homophobia. Worst 
of all is Just Jared, which 
took the time to painstakingly 
transcribe the six-minute 
song’s lyrics—and took the 
coward’s way out by writing 
“[?]” over every homophobic 
lyric in the song, as if they 
suddenly couldn’t hear him,” 
stated Meslow.
if you have time, listen to 
the song, and let us know your 
opinion via social media @
thepacifican.
This week in music: 
Perry releases “Prism;” Emi-
nem bashes gay community
Business insider
the lava lizard
    Let’s throw it back to the 60s 
to see what a major difference 
our campus has become since 
48 years ago. This photograph of 
our university was taken in 1965. 
Looking from the east, the campus 
shows Stagg Stadium (top) in its 
heyday. It is the only athletics  
facility still standing on campus 
pictured here. For more aerial 
shots of campus, visit the Holt-




there’s no doubt about it: Having a 
Uti (urinary tract infection) sucks. it’s 
uncomfortable, painful, exhausting 
and just overall brings you down. 
However, understanding the science 
behind a Uti can help with prevention 
and treatment techniques.
A urinary tract infection is an 
infection of the urinary system, which 
functions in your body to make urine 
and transport it out of the body 
through the bladder and kidney. A 
Uti is primarily a bladder infection 
that is caused by bacteria and other 
microbes. Although it is not serious 
if you treat it right now, a bladder 
infection can potentially spread to the 
kidneys and cause more serious and 
permanent damage.
For those that have experienced it 
first hand, the feeling is hard to forget. 
According to Medline plus, a service of 
the U.S. national Library of Medicine, 
a Uti can present the following 
symptoms: pain or burning when you 
urinate, fever, tiredness or shakiness, 
an urge to urinate often, pressure 
in your lower belly, urine that really 
smells or looks cloudy or reddish, and 
pain in your back or side below ribs.
the good news is that today, 
Utis are extremely treatable, and 
the antibiotics necessary are readily 
accessible with a trip to the doctor’s 
office. Unfortunately, many of us have 
busy schedules, and it takes a couple 
of days before we can see a doctor. 
However, there are home remedies 
and steps that you can take in order to 
help you relieve your discomfort and 
pain.
drinking plenty of water helps 
dilute urine and flush out bad bacteria. 
Warm heating pads have also been 
known to minimize bladder pressure 
and discomfort. probiotics have also 
been touted as helping fight frequent 
urinary tract infections by dousing the 
digestive system with healthy bacteria 
cultures. Other sources claim baking 
soda with water can help neutralize 
acidic urine and ease pain. in addition, 
Vitamin C is asserted to acidify urine 
to stop bacterial growth.
According to WebMd, research 
indicates that cranberry juice contains 
substances that prevent infection-
causing bacteria from sticking to 
the urinary tract walls. Studies have 
shown it has the greatest effect on 
women who have frequent Utis. 
Most drugstores, such as target and 
Walgreens, also sell cranberry pills 
and tablets that can be taken instead 
of drinking the juice.
if none of these ideas appeal to you, 
there are also over-the-counter drugs, 
such as Azo and Uristat, which help 
reduce the symptoms, but they will 
not cure the infection. Overall, the best 
solution to curing a Uti once and for 
all is a visit to the doctor. A doctor will 
be able to accurately diagnose what 
is causing the problem and provide 
the appropriate treatment. if you 
experience the symptoms of a Uti, it 
is best to get it checked out as soon as 
possible. Waiting too long could cause 
the infection to spread infection to 
the kidney, where it will cause serious 
problems that simple antibiotics will 
not be able to treat.
now, let’s talk prevention. Utis are 
most prevalent in women—probably 
since women have shorter urethras 
and the opening lies closer to the 
rectum and vagina where bacteria are 
more likely to be. Utis are the second 
most common reason why people visit 
their doctors each year: eight million 
women get a Uti annually (one in 
five women will in their lifetime) and 
20 percent of these women will get a 
second one. Although Utis are not 
as common in men, they are more 
serious, and men are more likely to be 
hospitalized for the infection.
A common way that bacteria get 
into the urethra is through sexual 
intercourse. during sex, bacteria 
may get pushed into the urethra and 
eventually into the bladder where it 
grows in the urine. this is why sexually 
active females are more likely to get 
Utis. to help prevent Utis, a 
glass of water and going to the 
bathroom after sex can help 
flush out bacteria. Washing the 
genital area after sex can also 
help remove bacteria. For those 
that use lubrication, a water-
soluble lubricant is less likely 
to irritate and attribute to a 
Uti. Another way that Utis are 
caused is from wiping back to front 
after using the bathroom. Wiping 
front to back prevents bacteria from 
spreading into the urethra.
Generally, drinking lots of water, 
and going to the bathroom frequently 
helps prevent Utis. Holding in your 
urine is not a good idea, so try to go 
to the bathroom often and as soon as 
you feel the urge. Maintaining your 
hygiene and avoiding potentially 
irritating products, such as bubble 
baths, nylon or wet swimsuits and 
feminine hygiene sprays and douches, 
are good tips to keep in mind.
the Cowell Wellness Center at 
University of the pacific is equipped to 
handle Utis. Even if you do not have 
the school’s insurance and have to 
pay out of pocket, the urine test and 
antibiotics used to diagnose and treat 
a Uti are affordable and inexpensive 
at around $20 or less. the Cowell 
Wellness Center is open Monday 
through Friday from 8 a.m. to 6 p.m. 
Appointments can be made online or 
by calling (209) 946-2315.
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Your TIGER sex column:
Everything you need to know about UTIs
Marquis White:
Clean, classic, & current 
Chelsea MCClure: 
Breaking all the rules
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Adam Sandler, Kevin James, Chris rock and 
david Spade are back at it again in the comical sequel 
to “Grown Ups.” the four best friends move back to 
their hometown to be closer to each other and raise 
their kids in the same style of childhood that they had.
the movie starts out with Lenny (Sandler) having 
quite a big surprise in his bedroom upon waking up. 
Kurt (rock) surprises his wife on their anniversary, 
yet she completely forgets, and he holds that over 
her throughout the rest of the film. Marcus (Spade) 
receives a letter in the mail and finds out he has a 
17-year-old son named Braden. Upon meeting him, 
the two don’t hit it off and, surprisingly, Marcus is 
quite scared of him.
Along the way, the gang gets a hold of a school bus 
and uses that as their taxi around town. they run 
into an entire fraternity of college students as well as 
some old bullies from back in the day. Later on, the 
gang hosts a large get-together for the entire town, 
and they run into some trouble there.
Unfortunately, rob Schneider was not able to 
reprise his role as one of the crazy friends; however, 
the cameo appearance by Shaquille O’neal makes up 
for it. the film, as a whole, was funny, but it could 
have been better. it appeared as if the actors were 
trying too hard to be the characters that it wasn’t 
completely natural.
if you’re looking to get a small laugh or see what has 
been up with the four best friends from Connecticut, 
be sure to check out “Grown Ups 2” in the Janet Leigh 
theatre this weekend. the movie will be playing on 
Friday, Oct. 25 and Saturday, Oct. 26 at 8 p.m.
Danica Torchin
StAFF WritEr
When some people 
approach their closets, 
they have everything 
perfectly calculated. 
they rely on their past 
decisions to dictate their 
future outfits. Chelsea 
McClure ‘14 takes that 
philosophy and throws 
it out the window. After 
attending Catholic school 
for most of her life, she 
was ready to rebel from 
her schoolgirl uniform 
and turn the volume up 
100 notches. McClure 
blends a grungy style that 
showcases her affinity for 
the artistic life. Mixing 
and matching textures, 
such as denim and velvet, 
or rocking one of her shirts 
from her own clothing 
line, Broken people, she is 
constantly breaking new 
ground in fashion. Kurt 
Cobain, Kylie Jenner and 
Lily Collins might seem 
like a variety of characters 
to outsiders, but McClure’s 
mix of icons provide her with 
inspiration to put together the 
most eclectic  of ensembles. 
She recommends black skinny 
jeans, a button up denim shirt, 
as well as a coveted graphic 
tee for every closet. next time 
you’re formulating an outfit, 
take a note from McClure and 
rebel!
CHECK it OUt
Women: denim t-Shirt: 
1969 Asymmetrical pocket 
denim Shirt @ GAp. Graphic 
tee: Mossimo Graphic tee @ 
target
Men: denim t-Shirt: 1969 
iconic dot denim Shirt (Slim 
Fit) @ GAp. Graphic tee: 





dictates that we have 
the right to dress how 
we want. Senior and our 
very own Vp of ASuop, 
Marquis White ‘14, would 
argue that we should 
want to dress the right 
way. taking style cues 
from rapper and artistic 
visionary Kanye West, 
as well as the always 
inspirational Andre 
3000, White unleashes 
his fierce wardrobe 
infused with crisp looks 
that complement his 
flare for the modern. He 
builds his ensembles 
based on pieces that he 
wants to wear. Whether it 
is a fashionable hat, solid 
brown dress shoes, or 
the perfect slacks, White 
knows how to dress for 
any occasion. With an eye 
for the impeccable White’s 
dream closet would 
consist of the most notable 
top designers, including 
Jimmy Choo and Salvatore 
Ferragamo shoe collections as 
well as the perfect classic suit. 
While most Americans might 
not have the same passion 
for dressing that White has, 
he has inspired many of the 
students on campus with his 
clean, classic and current 
look.
CHECK it OUt
Women: Slacks: Stretch 
Straight-Leg Slim pants in 
Classic Camel @ Ann taylor. 
Brown heels: Sofia Satin 
peeptoe pumps in Espresso @ 
Ann taylor.
Men: Slacks: Windowpane 
photographer Suit pant @ 
Express. Brown dress shoes: 
Johnston & Murphy Larsey 
Cap-toe Oxfords @ dillards.
danica torchin
wikipedia
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This Week’s Challenge: Very Hard Next Week’s Challenge: Spooky
/thepacifican @thepacifican thepacifican
5 6 7 2
6 9 4
2 4 1 8
3 7 8 4
6 9 1 7
8 6 1 5
7 8 3
3 5 1 6
Puzzle 1 (Very hard, difficulty rating 0.76)




Grace Covell Banquet Hall
Jenna Graves
LiFEStYLES EditOr
We all have different qualities, and that 
is what makes us unique as individuals. 
Well, what if someone asked you to trade 
in your name for one word that represents 
you as your ‘ideal self?’ Well, you have the 
opportunity to voice yourself and express 
who you really are. the One Word project 
lives as a representation of the diversity and 
culture of the pacific community. Over 2,000 
students, faculty, staff and alumni, including 
president pamela A. Eibeck, have participated 
in the One Word project. it has expanded into 
the local Stockton community through high 
school and middle school outreach sessions, 
to other colleges and universities, corporately 
to Whole Foods, and even globally to young 
rural women in paraguay.
the One Word project is an integral part of 
the first year experience program that focuses 
on self-assessment and self-awareness. it’s 
success has transformed the early idea of 
leadership development into a celebration of 
people. By the unique display of the diversity 
of cultures, individuals and ideas that unite 
the members of the pacific community, we 
have certainly brought another wonderful 
thing to this campus as well as off campus. 
the project lives as an art display in our 
own derosa University Center Ballroom. it 
serves as a visual reminder of the community-
-spanning 36 feet wide and over eight feet tall. 
You can access everyone’s One Word online on 
the project’s website at www.pacificoneword.
org.
So, what is your One Word? think about it 
carefully because you have the opportunity to 
truly express who you are here at University 
of the pacific. if you are interested in getting 
involved with this, do not miss out on the 
photo shoots! Keep an eye out for the dates 
and times the photo shoots are scheduled to 
take place. if you are an upperclassman, get on 
it already! Hope to see you all there with your 
One Word. 
the pacific one word project
president pamela A. Eibeck’s One Word is COMMUnitY, 
which sure seems to fit her perfectly. She writes ,“While 
individuals can influence the world, it is a community of 
people committed to one another and to their shared values 
that brings power to a common purpose. At University of 
the pacific, we have an exceptional community of faculty, 
staff, alumni and friends committed to our students and to 
helping them prepare for lasting achievement and responsible 
leadership in their careers and communities. Our pacific 
community is transforming the world one student at a time.”
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Tigers play close with No. 14 Santa Clara
Drew Jones
SpOrtS EditOr
Women’s soccer hosted 
University of San Francisco 
(USF) on Friday, Oct. 18 and 
Santa Clara on Sunday, Oct. 
20 in the heat of West Coast 
Conference (WCC) play. With 
the multitude of Homecoming 
events and people visiting 
pacific this past weekend, the 
tigers had a large turn-out 
Friday evening at the Sunken 
Field.
pacific played an intense 
game against the dons--
trailing up until the last few 
minutes of the second half 
and sending the game into 
overtime. Forward Mirella 
Mattos ’15 set the pace for the 
match-up by nearly scoring 
twice in the first seven minutes 
to give pacific the early lead. 
the tigers held the ball the 
majority of the first half; 
however, the dons scored 
in the thirty-third minute of 
regulation play. pacific made 
three more attempts to reach 
the back of the net, but they 
ultimately could not find it.
the two teams went into 
the second half with a score of 
1-0, and the tigers came out 
firing. Zarette Munoz-Aguilar 
’16 made the play of the game 
with her first goal of the year. 
Munoz-Aguilar shot a free-
kick from 40 yards out to even 
the playing field with less 
than six minutes left to play. 
regulation play ended with 
the scored tied 1-1.
the tigers made a few 
attempts in the first overtime, 
but came up just short--
sending the game into a 
second overtime. Goalkeeper 
tashia Long ’14 made a game-
saving play in the second 
overtime and had five total 
saves throughout the match-
up. pacific ultimately tied the 
game with USF at 1-1.
Moving into Sunday, the 
no. 14 Broncos from Santa 
Clara came out firing by scoring 
within the first 16 minutes 
of play and again at the 26 
minute mark. the tigers gave 
them a run for their money-
-boosting their defense 
and not letting the Broncos 
score for the remainder of 
the game. Forward Maricela 
padilla ’14 had a few scoring 
opportunities throughout the 
90 minutes of game time-
-coming just inches away 
from the net in the end of the 
second half.
pacific ultimately lost, 2-0, 
but they are back in action 
this week when the hit the 
road to Southern California 
to face off against pepperdine. 
the tigers return home on 
nov. 1 to host Gonzaga on the 
Sunken Field at 7 p.m. go chic photographyMidfielder Shyada Ansari ‘16 fights to keep the ball in pacific’s posession.
Drew Jones
SpOrtS EditOr
Midnight Mania was a fun-filled evening 
for students, faculty, alumni and parents. 
Beginning with a tailgate party in front of 
the Alex G. Spanos Center, many tigers 
showed up to the event and socialized with 
others as well as partook in the free beer 
and food provided by Bon Appetit.
the new Orange Army t-shirts and 
pom-poms were given out by ASuop upon 
entering Spanos--making the crowd a 
sea of orange as the men’s and women’s 
basketball players and coaches were 
announced. Fans had the opportunity to 
participate in events with the basketball 
players, such as the three-point shot 
contest,  a three legged race, pie-eating 
contest and even a tug of war.
powercat and his spirit crew gave away 
miniature pacific basketballs, pizza, gift 
certificates to in-n-Out Burger, and pacific 
Frisbees throughout the evening. A fan 
even had the opportunity to win $5,000!
the tigers dancers performed some 
great routines--pumping up the crowd 
during Midnight Mania. pep Band did 
a stellar job keeping the evening upbeat 
with their infectious energy and good 
vibes. One crazy fan was so inspired by the 
school spirit that they started “the Wave” 
across all the sections of seats in Spanos. 
Women’s basketball also performed a 
mash-up of dances--concluding the event 
and getting everyone excited for the 
upcoming basketball season.
Midnight Mania tips off the season for men’s and women’s basketball
athletic Media relations
the crowd goes wild at Midnight Mania.
athletic Media relations
Men’s basketball huddles together in center court.
athletic Media relations
A pacific fan shows his “orange” spirit at Midnight Mania.
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Drew Jones
SpOrtS EditOr
One of the perks of 
moving to the WCC is 
that our athletic teams 
get more national 
coverage. Women’s 
volleyball hosts BYU 
at 8 p.m. in the Alex G. Spanos Center, 
and the game will be televised by ESpn 
U. pacific is currently 11-9 overall and 
4-5 in conference. pacific  goes into 
the match-up looking to redeem their 
last two losses.
in the heat of 
conference play, 
women’s volleyball 
hosts University of 
San diego in the 
annual pacific plays 
pink game at 1 p.m. San diego is 
currently 15-3 overall and just became 
one of the top 10 volleyball teams in 
the country according to the American 
Volleyball Coaches Association. the 
tigers look to give San diego a good 
run for their money.
Men’s  and 
w o m e n ’ s 
swimming get 
their season going 
as they host Cal 
State Bakersfield 
on Saturday. the 
meet will start at 1 p.m. at the Chris 
Kjeldsen pool. A few weeks ago, the 
men’s team faced off against Cal, 
winner of two of the last three nCAA 
championships, and looks to take 
that energy into this 
weekend.
Field hockey plays 
in their second to 
last game of the fall 
season when they 
host Stanford in 
palo Alto, Calif. the tigers have been 
struggling a little bit in their overall 
season; however, they are 2-2 in 
conference play. they look to bounce 
back from their 6-1 loss against 
Stanford a couple weeks ago and gain 
a victory. Live stats will be available on 
pacific’s Athletics website.
Men’s basketball 
takes the energy from 
Midnight Mania and 
gets their season 
started in a match-
up against Cal State Stanislaus. the 
tigers had a great season last year and 
look to keep that trend going as they 
head into next week’s game. the game 
is also a costume party for fans, so get 
into the Halloween spirit and show up 
in a costume! the battle will take place 
at the Alex G. Spanos 
Center at 7 p.m.
Women’s soccer has 
their last home match 
of the season against 
Gonzaga after a short 
road trip down south 
at pepperdine and LMU. the tigers 
have had a semi-tough season overall, 
yet they look to make a playoff run as 
they reach the head. You don’t want to 
miss the last game of the season; it will 
be held at the Sunken Field at 7 p.m.
Women’s basketball 
hosts their first 
exhibition game of the 
season against Cal State East Bay. this 
game will also be a festive Halloween 
costume event, so be sure to join in the 
spirit, and wear a costume to the Alex 
G. Spanos Center. the match-up will 
begin at 7 p.m.
no. 3 Men’s water polo 
hosts no. 1 USC in an 
intense conference 
showdown. the tigers 
are currently 2-0 in 
conference and look to upset no. 2 
UCLA on the road and come home to 
defeat the current number one team 
in the country. You won’t want to miss 
this game! it will be held at the Chris 
Kjeldsen pool at noon.
Upcoming games that you don’t want to miss!
Thurs, Oct. 24
Sat, Oct. 26





Men’s and women’s tennis battle at the ITA Northwest Regionals
Jamieson Cox
pUBLiSHEr
this past weekend, both the men’s 
and women’s tennis teams went 
back on court to compete in the 
intercollegiate tennis Association 
(itA) northwest regionals. the 
men’s team headed to Saint Mary’s 
of Moraga, Calif. while the women’s 
competed at Stanford, Calif. this 
tournament is known as one of the 
biggest tournaments in the fall and 
includes schools from all over the 
region, from Washington and Oregon, 
to Stanford and Cal.
the ladies had a solid showing over 
the weekend with the highlights being 
both iveta Masarova ‘15, and Hana 
ritterova ’15 making it to the round of 
32. Masarova took out Kelly Chui from 
Cal, 6-1, 6-3 and thyra taune of USF 
6-4, 2-6, 6-3 to make her rounds of 32 
appearance while ritterova knocked 
off Elaine Chesoni from Santa Clara, 
6-0, 6-0 and tiffany pham from 
UC davis, 6-4, 6-2 to earn her bid. 
ritterova also paired with Cristina 
Saez de Buruaga ’17 in doubles where 
they took out Emily McColl/Andie 
Mouzes from Sac State, 8-0.
the men’s team had a record 
breaking weekend, which included six 
wins on the first day, with singles wins 
by Miguel diaz ‘17, Erik Cederwall ‘15, 
Lance ngo ‘17, denis Stolyarov ‘15, 
daniel Alameh ’16 and Eric Spence 
‘17. two doubles pairs also wreaked 
some havoc with pairings Alameh 
and Stolyarov and Sem Verbeek and 
diaz taking some main draw victories. 
the highlight of the tournament is 
certainly Verbeek, who made a run all 
the way to the singles championship 
match. during his run to the finals, 
he picked up five victories over top 
players from Fresno State, Cal and the 
no. 1 Seed and thirty-seventh ranked 
John Morrissey from Stanford, 6-3, 
6-3. His run came to an end in the 
championship match against the no. 
2 seed and fortieth ranked Campbell 
Johnson from Cal, 6-1, 6-4. Verbeek 
was awarded pacifican’s Athlete of the 
Week for his accomplishments, as this 
is the first time a pacific tennis player 
has reached the championship of the 
itA northwest regionals. 
Both teams will close out their fall 
season play in two weeks, with the 
Lady tigers heading to Fresno State, 
and the men will compete at home in 
the pacific tiger invitational. 
randall gee
Gergana Boncheva ‘15 battles in the consolation round on Sunday.
athletic Media relaions
Sem Verbeek ‘16 was the first player in pacific history to make it to the championship match.
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Sat, Nov. 2
Fri, Nov. 1 did you know?
Former Pacific All-American 
quarterback, Eddie LeBaron, 
was the first quarterback 
for the then-expansion team 
Dallas Cowboys in 1960.
pro Football Hall of Fame
Drew Jones
SpOrtS EditOr
Over the weekend, 
women’s swimming hosted 
the pacific invitational—
inviting San diego State and 
UC davis for a tournament at 
the Chris Kjeldsen pool. this 
was the tiger’s first meet of 
the year, and they ultimately 
finished in second place 
behind San diego State.
On the first day of the 
meet, pacific was on top by 
exclusively battling against 
San diego State. the Lady 
tigers just edged the Aztecs, 
564-533. Up and down the 
roster, pacific performed 
at a great level, but Cristina 
Mardones ‘16 put the icing 
on the cake with her win in 
the 100m breast—winning 
by just half a second. tigers 
took second place wins in all 
but one of the other races—
giving them the advantage 
for day two.
Moving into Saturday, 
UC davis joined the show 
for a dual meet at the Chris 
Kjeldsen pool. the tigers 
were defeated by the Aztecs 
with a score of 1072-911. 
However, notably, Margeaux 
Verger-Gourson ’17 came 
in first place in the 500m 
freestyle. pacific achieved a 
few second and third place 
wins, but they did not have 
enough to keep the trophy.
Women’s swimming is 
back in action on Friday Oct. 
25 in nevada, but they return 
home the following day to 
host Cal State Bakersfield 
alongside the men’s squad at 
Chris Kjeldsen pool.
Women’s swimming finishes 
second at Pacific Invitational
Becca wyant
Cristina Mardones ‘16 splashes her way to a victory on Friday.
Athlete of the Week
Sem Verbeek
Men’s tennis
Over the weekend, the sophomore from 
Amsterdam accomplished something 
no pacific tiger tennis player has ever 
achieved. in the northwest intercollegiate 
tennis Association (itA) regional 
Championships at Saint Mary’s of Moraga, 
Calif., during the past five days, the 6’3” 
left-hander took the tournament by storm, 
knocking off two players from Fresno State, 
two top players from Cal, and the no. 1 
seed and nationally ranked no. 37 from 
Stanford, Calif., 6-3, 6-3. His run ended in 
the championship match—falling to the no. 
2 seed from Cal. Verbeek placed second out 
of the 128 regional draw. no pacific player 
has ever reached the championship at the 
itA regionals. 
Thursday, Oct. 24
vs. BYu @ 8 p.m.
alex g. Spanos center
(game to be aired on eSpnu)
Saturday, Oct. 26
vs. San diego @ 1 p.m.
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it’s not just a way of living 
IT’S A WAY OF LIFE 
U N I V E R S I T Y 
L O F T S 
ON THE WATERFRONT 
 
Come check us out and see how YOU could be living!! 
Enjoy the comforts of our resort-style hotel starting 
at only $599 a month. 
 
No roommates? No problem! We’ll hook you up. 
universitylofts.org | 110 W Fremont St | 209.323.3056 | reservations@universitylofts.org 
